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1. Introduction 
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The protection of an urban area through recognition of its historic value has 
been systematized since the middle of the 20th century in Europe.(!) A French law 
in 1962, commonly known as the Malraux Act, is an example of this system. The 
Marais district of Paris, which had already been mentioned in the deliberation over 
this law, was designated as a secteur sauvegarde (SS, safeguarded sector) under 
this law in 1964. Not being an object of Haussmann's urban renovation in the 19th 
century, this area was rediscovered for its charm in the first half of the 20th century 
and the state decided to conduct urban planning there focused on the area's historic 
character. 
Before this decision, there was a forerunner project in the southern part of the 
district which started in the 1940s. This proj~ct was conducted by the local admin・ 
istration, the department of the Seine, and was the first operation of preservation 
of a historic district in France. Because it had some success, the project was raised 
to the national level to be more regulated. This process seems to be important but 
there are few studies about the project during that time.(2) 
One of the key people influencing the change of the local project to a national one 
was the architect Albert Laprade. He participated in the project in the southern 
part of the district in the 1940s, and suggested the entire Marais be treated as an 
important area. His method was later implemented in the national project. What 
is interesting is that Laprade often referred to the Moroccan urban planning which 
he participated in at he beginning of the French protectorate. Therefore, the plan 
which he developed for the Marais was influence by the concepts which he learned 
through colonial urban planning. In other words, French colonial urban planning 
was connected to the later development of the capital city. 
In this paper I will start with an overview of urban planning in Morocco during 
the early protectorate era, particularly the planning of Casablanca. I will inves・ 
tigate how the architect was influenced by this and how he utilized it in the 
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preservation of the Marais through an analysis of his texts and documents. Then 
I will consider the impact of the colonial experience on the colonial power's urban 
planning. 
2. The Protectorate of Morocco and urban planning 
Morocco became a French and Spanish protectorate in 1912. France substantially 
ruled the central part where the major cities were located. Morocco was the last 
country to be taken over by France except for the mandate territories following 
WWI. Therefore al the experience that France had gained from its colonies could 
be applied there. In addition, geographical proximity to France made it possible 
to engage people who had cutting-edge thinking and technology. Moroccan urban 
planning during the early protectorate thus provided many elements which later 
became reference points. 
The most well-known novelty of colonial urban planning in Moroccan cities 
was zoning.(3) It was a technique which had already been implemented in other 
countries, but was not necessarily emphasized in France where the ideal situation 
for living was seen as a mix of different people. The first case of zoning in the 
history of French urban planning was implemented in Morocco by the architect 
Henri Prost, recipient of the prestigious Grand Prix de Rome. 
In Moroccan cities, there were two roles of zoning. One was dividing industrial 
and residential areas. Figure 1 represents the zoning of Casablanca. It shows the 
orientation of winds and we can see al possible sources of pollution were located 
Figure 1. Prost's zoning plan of Casablanca (Cohen et Eleb 1998) 
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downwind, for example industrial areas, the cemetery, rail stations, a slaughter-
house, and barracks. Prost was a member of a sanitation research group in a social 
reformist organization, the Musee social. It can be said that the plan considering 
urban sanitary conditions of the city was a realization of his ideals. 
The other role of zoning was to divide rulers and subjects. Just after the protec-
torate treaty, a big protest occurred in the capital city of Fez, and there were 
more than 60 deaths on the French side alone.(4) Hubert Lyautay, the first 
Resident-General, moved the capital from Fez to Rabat, which was a small city 
on the Atlantic coast. Because the destruction of a historic city like Fez could 
strengthen local resistance, Lyautay decided to build a new capital. In other cities 
also, European developments were banned from entering the old parts known as 
"medinas." Consequently, European areas were built outside of the medina and 
they closely resembled European cities. 
Casablanca, which developed rapidly as a port city at the beginning of the 20th 
century, was also planned with this dual structure. An area marked VI in Figure 1 
which faces the port is the old medina. It was a residential area for locals, but there 
was a great deal of rural-urban migration to Casablanca which was developing into 
the largest Moroccan city. A place to receive new arrivals was needed. So the French 
planned to construct a new residential district for locals on the route to inland 
cities, which is also shown as VI. Albert Laprade elaborated a plan for this district 
which was later called the Habous district. 
Laprade was entrusted with making the new residential area for local people, that 
is, in Arab fashion, according to French thought. Figure 2 isLaprade's plan for this 
district. There are houses in stucco, arcades with vines, and blocks structured by 
relatively narrow streets. Its models were the old medinas of Rabat and Sale. 
Figure 2. Plan for the Habous district (Archives Nationales 403 A.P.) 
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As there is a manhole in the picture on the right in Figure 2, a French sewage 
system was planned there. Laprade later wrote: "It is for France a grand title of 
glory to be able to register in the list of colonial works its efforts to improve hygiene 
and habitation for al the peoples of the Empire."(6) According to him, Arab design 
with French sanitary facilities signified the biggest favor which France could give 
to locals. 
However, it was not a plan conceived to fit local needs with respect to the people. 
About the design of the district, Laprade said that he had tried to reproduce "the 
impression of sloppiness which is so dear to Muslims."(7) It shows that he did not 
seek to understand the city through local logic, and that he only expressed the 
European's outsider impressions. This one-sided outlook was also shown in the 
choice of model, not the medina of Casablanca which was relatively new, but Rabat 
and Sale which were older and more "authentic." Cohen and Eleb (1998) evaluate 
the Habous district as being akin to world exhibition pavilions. That is, it was not 
planned for living but for appearance, like a transient event. 
In addition, the Habous, which was constructed over a long period of time, could 
not keep up with the influx of workers to Casablanca, and squatter areas called 
bidonvilles spread along the edges of the city. Urban planning in Casablanca then 
concentrated on how to extinguish them. In that sense also, it can be said that the 
Habous was just a result of France's complacency, and it emphasized visually the 
division of rulers and subjects. 
However, as Laprade recorded in his text about the district, the planning of 
Habous had a grand influence on his thinking. In the next section, Laprade's activ-
ities after returning to France will be examined. 
3 C ． • ommttment to histortctty 
Laprade established his own office in Paris in 1919. Some of his commissions were 
works related to his colonial experience, for example a Moroccan house in the Paris 
International University City, and a Moroccan pavilion in the colonial exposition in 
1931. He created some buildings of cutting-edge design like the permanent Colonial 
Museum, utilized now as the Immigration History Museum. 
While such ties with Morocco were maintained, Laprade became interested in 
the historic districts of Paris. The city administration proceeded with an urban 
renovation in areas called "unsanitary blocks," chosen for their high mortality 
rates from tuberculosis. 17 blocks were chosen in 1921, and the first unsanitary 
block (now the area containing the Pompidou Centre) which was evaluated as the 
most problematic was destroyed in 1934. There was a group of intellectuals against 
this policy who insisted on protecting the historic center of the city in the 1930s; 
Laprade was one of them. 
His thinking was revealed in an article in L'Illustration entitled "The Metamor-
phosis of Paris, City of Art."(8) 
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When one asks foreign friends about the reason for their stay among us, they admittedly praise thousands 
of beauties: The Champs-Elysees, the Concorde, the incomparable greenery decoration of the Seine with the 
spread of the palace. However, next to the grandiose and the exceptional, nothing delights them more than 
picturesque old streets, with unsuspected spiritual value. If the autochthonous spirit is raised every step, the 
framework is there for something! (. ・) For perpetual creation, for ferment of thoughts, certain atmospheres 
are indispensable. 
Gorgeous districts like the Concorde and the Champs-Elysees might be the great 
things about Paris, but according to Laprade, what attracted foreigners were 
instead picturesque old streets. There was "autochthonous spirit" and atmosphere 
for creation there. In Paris, which had presented a model view of a modern city, 
what was valuable, for him, were areas left intact. 
The urban renewal of the 19th century, which destroyed the old city and built wide 
straight streets, had been criticized by intellectuals from that time, as expressed in 
Baudelaire's oft—quoted passage of "The Swan." However, it is also certain that the 
urban cityscape of Paris created as a result inspired artists of new eras such as the 
Impressionists. Is it a stretch to compare the old streets of Paris with a colonial city 
as a means to contrast the modern with the old? I would like to focus on the slightly 
contemptuous word "autochthonous" used by Laprade. There was an idea with this 
that the appearance of a modern city was universal and areas left unchanged had 
local character. It is this double structure that France created in Moroccan cities. 
On the other hand, the autochthonous character in the capital of a large colonial 
empire was not found in areas where the wealthy lived. The districts left intact 
were those of low-income residents. People who lived there could be seen as "natives" 
left out of modernity. Therefore, Laprade could use the above-cited adjective. He 
did not see the residents at al. About the unsanitary blocks, he did not care, and 
even said that it was good to destroy those situated on the periphery in order to 
construct a "radiant city''with a lot of green space. 
Then how should they maintain the historic city? He referred to the experience of 
Morocco in the same text: 
Why, retaking an initiative of Lyautay in Morocco, do we not let them (poets) monitor our museum-districts 
with such rich memories and beauty? They could perhaps explain to "technicians" some mysterious 
contingencies, the need, for example, to protect at any cost houses "without interest" in appearance, but 
playing a role of "pause," in order to brighten some jewel-like houses. 
What he suggested was not a technical method for protecting a historic city. 
Rather he expressed the need for powerful initiatives and spirituality. The 
important things were to decide to protect the areas and to leave decisions up to 
people who could feel the atmosphere. This was exactly the orientation applied 
in Morocco. It seems that Laprade thought of himself as a poet rather than a 
technician. His greeting cards for the New Year had a reference to people such as 
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Pere Goriot and Victor Hugo.(9) 
However, he did not ignore the technical aspects. He remarked on the method of 
eliminating dense areas, which was utilized in Bern. The method called curetage 
(literary curettage), like the original meaning of the word, meant without touching 
the outside, to tear down the dense portion inside. The idea was introduced in 
the 1930s, and it would be often used as a method for the maintenance of historic 
districts in France afterwards. 
Laprade's experience in Morocco may also have influenced him in this method. 
Leandre Vaillat, who often wrote about Laprade's works, published a text in 1931: 
We believe generally (…) that it is enough to bring air into the city by opening wide roads with al kinds of 
piping. How, behind more or less monumental fai;ades, there would be courtyards with wells, without air, 
without light, it does not matter! Yet (…） in the old city of Moroccan natives, the streets are narrow, but if you 
enter the houses, through one of the entrances with a bayonet (…)， you are in a patio large nough, where a 
portico often surrounds a garden where geraniums, bananas, some出neseven a coconut grow. (…） It is with 
thinking about the proportion between street and courtyard that the architect (Laprade) started his work in 
order to establish the plan of a new Medina. (10) 
What Laprade got from the experience of Morocco was not just the importance 
of the historic character of the city. The creation of the Habous district gave him 
both the idea and the technique for preserving a historic district. Then, how did he 
realize his idea in Paris? 
4. Continuity of ideas 
Among the 17 unsanitary blocks, the 16th block, which was situated in the 
southern part of the Marais, was investigated at an early stage because of its 
centrality in Paris.(11) After the plans of 1936 and 1941, which proposed a total 
demolition, the prefect of the department of the Seine decided to protect the histo-
ricity of the district and charged three architects with the project. Laprade was 
one of the architects. He dealt with the western part of the 16th block with Saint-
Gervais Church, and succeeded in revitalizing the area without destroying its 
outlook by using the method of curetage (Figure 3). It was epoch-making enough to 
be exhibited in an international exposition of urban planning in 194 7.(12) 
Laprade succeeded in the project from the other two architects and continued to 
maintain the 16th block. He was asked to investigate a broader area to elaborate a 
protect plan in 1957. It was almost the same area as the Marais. At that time, he 
requested that the city administration expand the historical bird's-eye-view map of 
1 739 (the Plan Turgot) to 1/2000, and to take aerial photos from the same angle as 
the map, and the administration accepted.(13) Laprade thought the ideal state for 
the area was that of the 18th century and tried to reproduce it. 
He said in 1959 at the Commission of Old Paris: "The center of Paris must be a 
park where we will have an extremely rare joy of being able to walk around on 
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foot."(14) The lives of the residents did not exist in his vision. He also presented a 
plan to transfer economic activities to the suburbs. His ideal was that the historic 
district of Paris would become a place of creation for poets. 
He presented a more concrete plan for some specific areas with large curetage in 
1960. He was supposed to be the main architect for the Marais with a contract in 
1964.(15) However, as the Marais was designated as an SS or safeguarded sector, 
the state chose four other architects. Laprade was also advanced in age. 
Yet the concepts of Laprade influenced these state appointed architects. There 
were also meetings on at least 21 occasions from 1964 to 1968 among people who 
had experience of the Marais project, and Laprade participated in them.(16) His 
ideas were incorporated into the first preservation plan of the Marais. 22 aerial 
photos were newly taken and a comparison with the Plan和 rgotwas also done. 
Large curetage was supposed to create not only green space but also 10 hectares of 
new construction sites in the heart of Paris.(17) 
This plan was approved by the city council of Paris in 1969. However, due to 
changes in the political and social situation, significant changes were later forced 
to be made in the preservation plan many times, and it took until 1996 for final 
approval. But this does not signify that Laprade's ideas were a temporary thing. As 
gentrification has advanced in the district and cultural institutions like libraries 
have increased, the Marais became a place of contemplation for intellectuals rather 
than a locus of economic activity. Laprade could not continue his work there, but he 
realized his ideas. In this sense, a historic district brought about by colonial urban 
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Figure 3. Practice of Curetage in the 16th block (Pit 2002) 
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planning took shape in the heart of the capital. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, I followed the footsteps of an architect who had an opportunity to 
engage in urban planning both in a colonial protectorate and in Paris. If we see this 
as the initial experience of his career being utilized in subsequent works, it might 
be viewed as a common occurrence. However, in the sense that a historic district, in 
which the authentic history of a country is embodied, could be created in relation 
to an externalized history of a colony, the experience of this architect should not 
be underestimated. Following the thoughts of the architect, there were colonial 
features to the work in Paris, such as the neglect of residents'lives. Because of 
length constraints, I could not describe in detail the process of change of the Marais 
into an intellectuals'district, but the initial ideological background may have influ-
enced it. 
Traces of French rule in Moroccan cities can also be widely found. The character-
istics of the residents of old and new cities differ greatly from the past. On the other 
hand, there is also a movement to re-evaluate the architecture of that time. I would 
like to discuss this in another article. 
Notes 
1) Nishimura and the Research Group of Street Views 2000. 
2) Gady (1993) showed in detail the local project but he did not indicate how it 
connected to the project in the 1960s. The contents of sections 3 and 4 of this 
paper were published in ARAMATA 2011. 
3) Baudou'i. 2001. 
4) Belfquih et Fadloullah. 1986. 
5) "Habous" means a religious mutual aid system and it was initially used to 
construct a mosque or a religious school. France re-interpreted it to be used for 
any buildings of local people (Luccioni 1982). This residential area of Casablanca 
was also constructed with this system. 
6) Laprade 1932-1935. 
7) Laprade 1932-1935. Laprade left this district for other works in Rabat, and two 
other architects, August Cadet and Edmond Brion, realized the plan. 
8) L'Illustration, May 28・1938. 
9)心chivesNationales, 403 A.P. (Fonds Albert Laprade) 
10) Vaillat 1931 
11) Gady 1993, 心chivesde Paris 1427W87/88/89 Amenagement de l'ilot 16. The 
16th block was a residential area of Jewish people and that may have influenced 
the decision of the city administration. See Janin 2005. 
12) Exposition internationale de l'urbanisme et de !'habitation, 10 juillet -17 aout 
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194 7 au Grand Palais et au Cours la Reine, Paris [programme oficiel] / Ministere 
de la reconstruction et de l'urbanisme. 
13) Archives Nationales, 403 A.P. (Fonds Albert Laprade) 
14) Proces-verbal de la Commission du Vieux Paris, seance du 28 avril 1959. 
15) Archives Nationales, 403 A.P. (Fonds Albert Laprade) 
16) Archives Nationales, 403 A.P. (Fonds Albert Laprade) 
17) Mediatheque de !'Architecture et du Patrimoine 97/064/40-43. 
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